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Wagner 505 paint sprayer reviews

There are some amazing, one-of-a-kind items waiting to be discovered. Sign in to start bidding! OR Not a member? Sign up. On Tuesday April 6th from 5-7pm ET we’ll be hosting the final two rounds of this year's student-only Wall Assembly Sweet 16 competition, plus we'll share some building-science
knowledge from several industry experts. No math, no measuring—just a simple jig made from an elastic band is all you need to lay out a good-looking deck railing. Related Stories IMAGE PRODUCT DETAILS Wagner 0518080 Control Max HVLP Sprayer✓   Variable air pressure control✓   3 spray
patterns, adjustable flow control✓   Powerful Two Stage Turbine sprays latex, as well as thinner materials such as lacquers and stains View Latest Price Graco Magnum X5 Airless Paint Sprayer✓   Fully adjustable pressure to give you ultimate control of paint flow for any project size✓   Stainless Steel
Piston Pump allows you to spray paint unthinned at high pressure✓   Flexible suction tube allows you to spray directly from a 1 or 5 gallon paint bucket View Latest Price Fuji 2202 Semi-PRO 2 HVLP Spray System✓   Professional non-bleed Spray Gun with Adjustable Pattern Fan Control✓   1.3mm Air
cap set installed✓   25ft Hose includes air control valve to reduce overspray and bounce back View Latest Price HomeRight Finish Max C800766✓   Easy-to-use electric paint sprayer✓   Brass spray tip is 0.08 inches and adjust the trigger control knob to change spray pattern from 1 inch to 6 inch wide✓  
Perfect for spray painting and staining a smooth finish on furniture, cabinets, crafts, or dressers View Latest Price Graco Magnum X7 HiBoy Professional Sprayer✓   Fully adjustable pressure to give you ultimate control of paint flow for any project size✓   Stainless Steel Piston Pump allows you to spray
paint unthinned at high pressure✓   Flexible suction tube allows you to spray directly from a 1 or 5 gallon paint bucket View Latest Price Handheld sprayers are perfect for painting different types of furniture such as bookshelves, dressers, and cabinets. Highly compressed air allows you to complete
smaller outdoors projects (painting fences and garden furniture, mail boxes etc.) without leaving a messy space. This type of paint sprayers is an excellent choice if you want to achieve maximum accuracy and have complete control over your painting project. Products from this category are ideal for
smaller objects and complex surfaces. They allow you to do a professional level of work at your home. Looking for a quick solution for big painting projects? These products will help you cover large surfaces with ease in a short amount of time. The thing that makes this type od paint sprayers different is
the fact that you won’t be having any air mixed in with your paint or any other material you use. Paint sprayers from this category are mostly top quality units used by people who do this kind of work professionally and have a lot of projects going on. With products we’ve included in our reviews, you can
rest assured that your customers will be satisfied. Bring your business to the next level. As the name implies, this type of paint sprayers is what you are most likely to find in your dad’s workshop. The old school reliable sprayers use compressed air to shoot out the paint in a mist of fine paint particles. They
are those old, noisy ones that wake you up on a weekend when the neighbor is redecorating the porch. Conventional sprayers are also known as the high-pressure sprayers, for the obvious reasons. Highly compressed air trapped inside the container and sent through the hose attached to paint results in
a broad and thick spray of paint. While they are easy to use and reliable, they do have their drawbacks. One of the major ones is the paint control. High pressure means a lot of power, which means that the paint will fly everywhere. It is estimated that more than half of the material blasted out in the nozzle
gets wasted in the air. Only a portion of it lands on the surface you are trying to cover. This means that you are losing material, power, and the ordeal is costing you more than it should. While they are cheap and efficient in painting, the noise and the spray pattern may lead you to think twice. Explore
Handheld Paint Sprayers As the name implies, this type of paint sprayers is what you are most likely to find in your dad’s workshop. The old school reliable sprayers use compressed air to shoot out the paint in a mist of fine paint particles. They are those old, noisy ones that wake you up on a weekend
when the neighbor is redecorating the porch. Conventional sprayers are also known as the high-pressure sprayers, for the obvious reasons. Highly compressed air trapped inside the container and sent through the hose attached to paint results in a broad and thick spray of paint. While they are easy to use
and reliable, they do have their drawbacks. One of the major ones is the paint control. High pressure means a lot of power, which means that the paint will fly everywhere. It is estimated that more than half of the material blasted out in the nozzle gets wasted in the air. Only a portion of it lands on the
surface you are trying to cover. This means that you are losing material, power, and the ordeal is costing you more than it should. While they are cheap and efficient in painting, the noise and the spray pattern may lead you to think twice. Explore Handheld Paint Sprayers Opposite to the conventional
sprayers giving us a broad spray, we have HVLP sprayers. The HVLP acronym stands for High Volume – Low Pressure. This means that the spray coming from the nozzle of this device will be narrower and easier to control. It will also make this sort of sprayers ideal for smaller objects and complex
surfaces. With the help of HVLP sprayer, you will get maximum accuracy and control for all the intricate work that needs to be done. Also, with the lower pressure, you get more volume. This translates into more paint ending up on the surface you are trying to cover. And that is great news. High volume
low pressure sprayers are immensely popular among the “do it yourself” people as they are easy to use and applicable to almost any kind of housework. The precision you get with using an HVLP device allows you to do a professional level of work at your home. You can paint or protect the doors,
individual pieces of wood, a bicycle or a table, just like a professional would. They are easy to use, so even if you are not an experienced painter – you will get satisfying results in no time. Explore Turbine Paint Sprayers Choosing your battles is just as important as choosing your weapons. In a
metaphorical sense, of course. When painting, we always have a task to do and a selection of several tools that can get the job done. Which one you choose is entirely up to you. We would just like to introduce some options so you can determine which one suits you best. Airless sprayers are incredible
feats of technology and if you have never heard of them – get ready to have your mind blown. Going airless means you won’t be having any air mixed in with your paint or whatever other material you are using. Apart from that obvious conclusion, there are several other things you should know about
them. Just like classic, traditional sprayers, these machines can help you cover large surfaces in no time and make your life much easier. At the same time, they offer all conveniences we covered when we talked about HVLP sprayers. The jet of paint coming from your nozzle is adjustable so that you can
customize it to your needs. Also, almost everything that gets out of that hose is going to end up on your wall. Unless you are covering a table. With a good airless sprayer, you can paint a living room like a pro, in about ten minutes and without the mess. Explore Airless/Diy Paint Sprayers Choosing your
battles is just as important as choosing your weapons. In a metaphorical sense, of course. When painting, we always have a task to do and a selection of several tools that can get the job done. Which one you choose is entirely up to you. We would just like to introduce some options so you can determine
which one suits you best. Airless sprayers are incredible feats of technology and if you have never heard of them – get ready to have your mind blown. Going airless means you won’t be having any air mixed in with your paint or whatever other material you are using. Apart from that obvious conclusion,
there are several other things you should know about them. Just like classic, traditional sprayers, these machines can help you cover large surfaces in no time and make your life much easier. At the same time, they offer all conveniences we covered when we talked about HVLP sprayers. The jet of paint
coming from your nozzle is adjustable so that you can customize it to your needs. Also, almost everything that gets out of that hose is going to end up on your wall. Unless you are covering a table. With a good airless sprayer, you can paint a living room like a pro, in about ten minutes and without the
mess. Explore Airless/Diy Paint Sprayers As we all know, there’s a time and place for everything. When choosing a paint sprayer, you will first need to determine what job it is for. Painting a bicycle is not the same as applying a covering layer to your old oak table. Also, if you need to paint your entire
house, then a different machine will have to do the trick. Once you decide on the type of the work you need to do, it will be much easier to know what kind of equipment you should use. With plenty of experience in this field, we hope our reviews and advice will be all that you need to make your choice.
When you read the reviews about sprayers, you will see that the words pressure and horsepower are in most of them. Horsepower determines how powerful the engine is. More of it means more paint comes out of the nozzle and thicker layers of paint end up on the wall. Generally, we would advise you to
choose a higher pressure, as this gets the work done faster. But then again, not all jobs need to be done against the clock. If your project requires a steady and relatively slow stream, you might go for a less powerful paint sprayer. It’s all about control and the situation. The world of paint sprayers is as
versatile as any other industry. The choices are many, and the manufacturers and brands are numerous. Choosing the right product for your needs is, as always in life, a matter of debate. There will always be higher level professional gear mashed with cheaper alternatives. When it comes to choosing a
paint sprayer, the product you buy is likely to be the one you will use for years to come, unless it’s just for a one-off project. So, you should choose wisely.  It’s always advisable to go for a slightly better version, spending a few more bucks on a good quality paint gun can save you money in the long run.
Still, you might need to draw the line at a certain point, as some high-end products are quite expensive and you may not use all the fancy features for straightforward projects. When we talk about the volume of a paint sprayer, we are, of course, referring to the GPM value. GPM stands for gallons per
minute, and it determines how much paint you can transfer from a container onto a surface. Naturally, higher volume translates to more coverage and a quicker job. If you require a machine that can cover a large surface area with a thick layer of paint, then the GPM value is an important factor, helping
you decide. Spray tips are a crucial part of the equation. They are affected both by the type of paint sprayer and the particular type of paint you’re using. We call everything “paint,” but of course sprayers can also work with other materials that have differing characteristics, such as wood stain. Tips are
usually marked with numbers, which translate to measurements in inches. If you have a 0.10” tip – then your tip opening is a tenth of an inch. If, however, your tip specification is 515, then only the last two digits are the measure of the opening. The first number is the width of the spray fan. As we will be
covering this amazing product in an extensive review, we’d just like to introduce it to you briefly here, so you can get an idea of what this device can do. The Wagner 0518080 is a sophisticated piece of equipment everyone should have in their home. It is one of the best high volume low pressure sprayers
out there and it’s certainly among the most popular. The reason for this might be its size. This paint sprayer is small and light enough to be carried in one hand, and as such, perfect for any work around the home. Paint is placed in a cup under the gun, with an added smaller part for extra sensitive work.
The spray can be adjusted with a simple 10-level dial. For more mobility, the Wagner comes equipped with a 20-foot long hose. You can walk around the room and only carry the handheld part of the device, without having to move the rest of the equipment. As far as coverage goes, this device will suffice
for most household paint jobs. With three adjustable modes of spraying, it will serve you well in any situation. You can go anywhere from half-inch to 12-inch wide jets, with a simple flick of the switch. It’s equipped with a two-stage turbine that will power through any paint, latex or lacquer you wish to use.
The Wagner 0518080 is an all-around great paint sprayer that every DIY person should have – and it could save you a ton of time and bundles of cash. Design Functionality Price The Graco Magnum X5, or the primer master, as we like to call it, is an amazing product that can help you with just about any
painting endeavor. It has a built-in feature that allows easier priming — perfect for wall and wood painting. It’s both simple to use and a well-designed piece of equipment, built to last. This sprayer can paint with just about any type of coating. Heavy, thick acrylic or latex based paint? Not a problem for the
Graco Magnum X5! Solvent-based lacquer and some others might not work as well, however — check the user manual for details. A great thing about Graco products is the attention to detail and high level of quality. This is a sturdy but light sprayer, designed for easy mobility. It has a handle that allows it
to be picked up with one hand.   Its highly durable metal sprayer gun also shows attention to detail and quality. It comes with a pressure sensitive trigger for maximum control. Combined with the 0.3-GPM spray, it makes a great accomplice when it comes to home improvement projects.  A 0.5-horsepower
generator powers the Magnum X5, with an active power of 1500W. This configuration peaks at a pressure point of 3000 PSI. Combine that with a bucket holding 1-5 gallons of paint, and you get a professional-grade tool. You can connect your sprayer to the garden hose for quick and easy cleaning after
use. Every Greco sprayer comes with a 12-month warranty.  These features might sound trivial, but this lets you know that what you are buying is really good. The Graco Magnum X5, or the primer master, as we like to call it, is an amazing product that can help you with just about any painting endeavor. It
has a built-in feature that allows easier priming — perfect for wall and wood painting. It’s both simple to use and a well-designed piece of equipment, built to last. This sprayer can paint with just about any type of coating. Heavy, thick acrylic or latex based paint? Not a problem for the Graco Magnum X5!
Solvent-based lacquer and some others might not work as well, however — check the user manual for details. A great thing about Graco products is the attention to detail and high level of quality. This is a sturdy but light sprayer, designed for easy mobility. It has a handle that allows it to be picked up with
one hand.   Its highly durable metal sprayer gun also shows attention to detail and quality. It comes with a pressure sensitive trigger for maximum control. Combined with the 0.3-GPM spray, it makes a great accomplice when it comes to home improvement projects.  A 0.5-horsepower generator powers
the Magnum X5, with an active power of 1500W. This configuration peaks at a pressure point of 3000 PSI. Combine that with a bucket holding 1-5 gallons of paint, and you get a professional-grade tool. You can connect your sprayer to the garden hose for quick and easy cleaning after use. Every Greco
sprayer comes with a 12-month warranty.  These features might sound trivial, but this lets you know that what you are buying is really good. Design Functionality Price As far as semi-professional sprayers go, Fuji 2202 definitely deserves a high place on our top five pick. It offers the quality and reliability
of any professional-grade piece of equipment out there. Also, some of the unique features it offers, like the non-bleed technology, puts it on the top of many other lists. The second after you take the sprayer gun in your hands you understand that what you’re holding is no toy. This is a semi-professional,
all-around utility tool that can serve you for years to come. A metal gun with high quality parts feels solid in your hand and radiates quality. For some minor detailing, there is a quarter-gallon metal cup that you can mount on its base. For everything else, there is a long 25-foot hose. Dip it in a bucket and
paint away, safe in the knowledge that you’re not likely to run out of hose. The Fuji 2202 comes with a 1.3 mm cap mounted on the nozzle. This creates a solid, steady jet of paint that will smoothly cover any surface. It is an item every DIYer needs in their garage. With a two-stage motor working on
1400W, it can power through most paint types. With the turbines safely stored inside a metal case, there is nothing to worry about. This device can last you a lifetime and, for peace of mind, you get a 2-year warranty with your Fuji purchase. You might need to dilute some of the thicker acrylic or latex-
based paints, so make sure you consult the manual before use. The Fuji 2202 also has two washable air filters that block bigger paint particles from coming through. The motor unit is around 25 pounds in weight and it comes with a handle that makes it easy to carry around. Design Functionality Price If
you aren’t into expensive professional equipment but still need a sprayer that gets the job done, the HomeRight C800766 might be the right tool for you. It’s an economical sprayer that will tackle all your personal projects. It’s extremely easy to use, efficient and cheap. You can hold this paint sprayer in
your hand — there is no compressor, motor or anything on the side. With a container that you screw under the gun to hold the paint, it’s all in one piece. Just fill the tank and paint away. The nozzle has three adjustable positions, allowing you to quickly switch between horizontal and vertical painting. The
trigger has a simple mechanism to allow you to control your spray. After only a few quick strokes, you will be applying perfect layers of paint onto your favorite piece of furniture. This simple machine will surprise you with its strength and capacity for painting. It can be used with almost any kind of paint,
including latex, chalk, cabinet paint and stains. Lightweight, efficient and cheap – what could be better? Well, it is also very easy to clean, and if you’ve ever painted before, you know how important that is. You just need to unscrew the container to wash and then rinse under water. The manufacturer even
provides you with spray shelters in the form of tents. Place your project inside and work on it without having to worry about overspray or the mess you might make. Also, this way, your project will be protected from the elements. It’s just a neat little detail that makes the deal even sweeter. As far as
inexpensive and simple DIY tools go, the HomeRight C800766 is a must-have and is definitively good bang for your buck. If you aren’t into expensive professional equipment but still need a sprayer that gets the job done, the HomeRight C800766 might be the right tool for you. It’s an economical sprayer
that will tackle all your personal projects. It’s extremely easy to use, efficient and cheap. You can hold this paint sprayer in your hand — there is no compressor, motor or anything on the side. With a container that you screw under the gun to hold the paint, it’s all in one piece. Just fill the tank and paint
away. The nozzle has three adjustable positions, allowing you to quickly switch between horizontal and vertical painting. The trigger has a simple mechanism to allow you to control your spray. After only a few quick strokes, you will be applying perfect layers of paint onto your favorite piece of furniture.
This simple machine will surprise you with its strength and capacity for painting. It can be used with almost any kind of paint, including latex, chalk, cabinet paint and stains. Lightweight, efficient and cheap – what could be better? Well, it is also very easy to clean, and if you’ve ever painted before, you
know how important that is. You just need to unscrew the container to wash and then rinse under water. The manufacturer even provides you with spray shelters in the form of tents. Place your project inside and work on it without having to worry about overspray or the mess you might make. Also, this
way, your project will be protected from the elements. It’s just a neat little detail that makes the deal even sweeter. As far as inexpensive and simple DIY tools go, the HomeRight C800766 is a must-have and is definitively good bang for your buck. Design Functionality Price This product represents the
finest piece of spraying technology Graco offers when it comes to the X series. It’s certainly an improvement on the X5 and X3 models. While they are of the same quality, the Graco Magnum X7 simply offers more options and features.  This is certainly a semi-professional paint sprayer that you’ll be
leaving to your kids after you’re gone. If you need serious work done, this is the sprayer for you. From the moment you hold the X7, you will see that every part was built to last. Everything but the hose is made of metal and nothing is likely to break any time soon. Placed on a dolly with two wheels for
maximum mobility, the Graco Magnum X7 is easy to maneuver. Even without the wheels, the 100-foot hose will get you coverage all around any room. With a weight of only 23 pounds, it’s not even that heavy to carry on its own. As far as specifications go, it is similar to the X5 — only better. The
maximum nozzle size goes up to 0.017 inches, making it perfect for large scale jobs. Painting walls, living rooms, and garages has never been so easy. With the three-quarter horsepower motor pushing the paint at 3000 PSI, there’s no task too hard to handle. It can work with almost any sort of paint,
including latex based. An extensive user manual and a DVD comes with the device. Another bonus of the Graco Magnum X7 is the easy cleaning system. Just connect the garden hose to the cleaning valve or the spray gun, and let the water do the job, cleaning the system from within. There are so many
paint sprayers available on the market, it’s only natural for people to be curious about the pros and cons of using such tools. The best approach is dividing them into types, so we can better understand their benefits and drawbacks. Overall, these units speed up the process, but you should choose
carefully. The most obvious advantage is that you can work with various materials and apply them quickly. Another important aspect is their ability to spray an even and smooth coating on uneven and rough surfaces.  But, using a power tool to paint isn’t always the best choice. Often, small jobs won’t
justify the long cleaning time. Sometimes a brush or aerosol can be a better option. Below are all the different types of units and their specific pros and cons. These models tend to be quite affordable. Bigger units have more pressure (1,800 to 2,400 PSI) so they can work with thicker latex coatings and
stains. The main disadvantage of this type of sprayer is their lack of capacity and power. Cups can’t hold a significant amount of paint, so you’ll need to refill more often. Cheaper models (up to 1,600 PSI) tend to spit and sputter when applying thick materials. Small DIY projects and crafts With a unit of this
type, most materials won’t need thinning. You’ll be able to cover large surfaces effectively and fast. Finally, they’re cheaper and don’t require as much maintenance as models with piston pumps. These models have lower transfer efficiency, or overspray in simpler terms. This means that you will use more
material to cover less, which makes them unsuitable for interior use. Painting decks, exterior siding, etc. Because these sprayers run on lower pressure (up to 10 PSI), they don’t produce much overspray. This makes them ideal for use indoors. They also offer a good finish. As far as cost goes, they’re in
the mid-range of products. The most obvious downside to an HVLP unit is its inability to work with thicker materials. Painting indoor moldings, windows, doors, cabinets, etc. This is the type of power tool that can work with almost any coating and put out a high volume of material in a short time. The most
noticeable disadvantage is overspray. That’s why you need to be careful when working and mask everything you’re not covering. Additionally, maintenance requires more time and knowledge. These units are also among the most expensive. Large surfaces inside and out like house painting. If you already
own an air compressor, you can use it in tandem with a hose and gun. This is one of the cheaper options but still can produce good results. The biggest downside to this type of unit is overspray. Besides that, it can’t spray thicker coatings, so its use tends to be limited. Painting cabinets and furniture, or
anything you can put in an isolated booth. Paint sprayers have been around for longer than most of us think. In fact, the first time someone used compressed air to paint was in the early 1880s, during construction of the Southern Pacific Railway.  These tools were, at the time, made for professionals and
too expensive for DIY use. But, in the last few decades, we’ve seen an increase in affordable painting machines on the market. There are now hundreds of models to choose from, ranging from small handheld tools for home use, to professional, heavy duty versions. Now that paint sprayers have become
affordable for the handyman, you can take matters into your hands and handle bigger projects without having to hire a contractor. What’s more, you’ll probably save a significant amount of money in the process. Get The Best Paint Sprayer on Amazon Using a spraying tool for painting saves time,
compared to a roller or brush. Even with small models, you’re able to cover large areas much faster than with traditional methods. Furthermore, you won’t waste time trying to reach into corners and small spaces. The nozzle that blasts out tiny particles of paint guarantees that every nook and cranny is
covered. You also don’t need to switch from roller to brush when moving from open areas to corners. All you have to do is mask everything that isn’t to be sprayed, and finish the task with just one tool. Despite all this, you should be careful when you work, especially if you are a beginner. Even though
speed is a distinct advantage of paint sprayers, you still need to get used to handling them. By design, rollers cannot offer an even coating. They tend to leave a texture, which can end up looking even worse if you are inexperienced. On the other hand, a paint spray gun provides a smooth finish, as it
applies materials in fine mist form.  This means you won’t need to worry about splotches and runs spoiling your project. Because of the way they work, sprayers are a good option for staining or painting steps, furniture, and doors, for example. By design, rollers cannot offer an even coating. They tend to
leave a texture, which can end up looking even worse if you are inexperienced. On the other hand, a paint spray gun provides a smooth finish, as it applies materials in fine mist form.  This means you won’t need to worry about splotches and runs spoiling your project. Because of the way they work,
sprayers are a good option for staining or painting steps, furniture, and doors, for example. Spray painting tools come in different shapes, sizes, and specifications. You can find something to suit, no matter what your needs or budget are. There are models for small DIY jobs, bigger home projects, and
contractors or professionals. The type of units you’re most likely to come across are air powered or airless. Air-powered paint sprayers use compressed air to push the paint out, while airless sprayers use pressure. Tools that work using air pressure tend to be more expensive, but generally offer a better
finish than their airless counterparts. These are just some of the main advantages of sprayers. With each category of unit, there are pros and cons. The most logical search for a suitable product starts by deciding what you’ll be using it for. Affordable and basic units may only work with one paint type, while
other mediums, such as stains or varnish, can be used in advanced and more expensive models. The answer to this question depends on which type of paint sprayer we’re talking about – airless, compressed, or HVLP (High-Volume Low-Pressure) sprayer. •    Airless Sprayers These work by pumping
out the liquid at exceptionally high pressure. They are fanning out the droplets in order to evenly coat the surface. Typically, they can handle very thick paints, unlike their compressed and HVLP cousins.  •    Compressed Air Sprayers These sprayers, on the other hand, utilize compressed air in order to
apply color. The finish they produce is smooth and even, although they’re a bit messier than the two other types. That is precisely why they’re also the cheapest variant. •    HVLP Sprayers These carry droplets on a large but steady volume of air. In these machines, the liquid travels slower, which results in
more droplets sticking to the surface and a smoother finish. They waste less paint than the other two variants but are also the most expensive. Unclogging a clogged sprayer is a lot easier than it sounds. Once you’ve disassembled your unit, submerge the nozzle in water and leave it there for a few
minutes. Blow through it while it’s still wet to remove the residue, or use a cotton bud if it still refuses to come out. Before you assemble the sprayer, make sure that there’s no any leftover paint left in the nozzle and dry it out with a cloth. Don’t forget to test the device on a piece of white paper before you
get back to using it. Keeping a paint sprayer clean is very important if you don’t want to end up in a really messy situation. Here’s a simple explanation of how to clean your device: Fill a bucket with water (in case you painted with latex-based paint) or paint thinner (if you’ve used oil-based paint). Take your
sprayer, remove the intake hose from it, and put it into the bucket. Take an old brush and trim it to the length of one inch. Fill a bucket with a couple of cups of thinner and put the individual parts of your device into it for soaking. While they’re soaking, you should take an old rag, add some thinner to it, and
then use it to rub across the gun’s frame. Take the old brush we’ve mentioned and use it to scrub off the residue form each part of the sprayer. Be gentle while doing all of this – you don’t want to damage the sensitive components. Reassemble the unit and test it out to see if it’s working correctly. Yes, you
can – it’s something that millions of people around the world do to apply color to the interiors of their homes. However, there are a couple of things to keep in mind here, such as wearing protective gear, keeping the room ventilated, and always testing the pressure and calibration of your sprayer before
using it. Yes, it is possible to use a sprayer for primer. However, just like some paints, primers can be too thick for this device, which is why the user has to thin them to get good results. An important thing to mention here is that some primers can lose effectiveness when thinned, while some come already
formulated for use in a sprayer and don’t require thinning. For that matter, one always has to read the manufacturer’s instructions to find out if his primer needs to be thinned before it’s used in a paint sprayer. In our opinion, HVLP sprayers are the best for this job – they easily achieve a fine spray and are
highly suitable for adding color to small areas with crevices found in furniture. Due to atomization, they deliver excellent results when it comes to detailed jobs, and applying color to furniture is definitely one of those. Overspray, or the excessive spray that creates a mess by dispersing into air, is something
that can occur both indoors and outdoors. However, controlling it and reducing it is entirely possible – here are a couple of tips: •    Preparation No matter how much of a painting expert you are, you never know where and when the paint might land and create a real mess. For that matter, make sure to
keep the furniture and other items safe from overspray with newspapers and cloths. Use plastic sheets and tape to cover everything as correctly as possible. •    Technique Always keep the gun of your device at least 25cm away from the surface, and always keep the tip pointed perpendicular to the
surface. Pulling the trigger and moving the gun needs to be done simultaneously. •    Pressure Using too much pressure is one of the most common causes of overspray. Try to find an optimal pressure setting – the spray fan pattern should have uniform coverage of the surface, with no visible „fingers“ on
either side. Do this by incrementally increasing the pressure until you achieve an even surface coverage. •    Size of Nozzle In order to find the right size of the nozzle, you’ll have to analyze the size of your project. In case you’re painting a room, you’ll have no need for a large nozzle – a medium one
should be enough. If you’re using the device outdoors, on the other hand, you will need a larger nozzle. •    Cardboard Shield Attaching a cardboard „shield“ to an extender is one of the cheapest and most reliable tricks for reducing overspray. This cardboard can also be used as a place where you’ll start
and finish each spraying fan action, which will lead to a more even pattern on the wall. •    Spray Booth Making your own DIY spray booth is yet another way to combat overspray. With one of these, you’ll be able to apply color only to places where you want it – other surfaces won’t get painted. Yes, they
are. Using these devices is very straightforward and figuring out how they work is exceptionally easy. Using a sprayer is fast, simple, results in an even coat, and is your best choice for rough textures. Using a paint sprayer instead of traditional brushes and rollers is faster, leads to more consistent results,
saves time, and requires less effort. They also have a wider range of use, since rollers aren’t really intended to be used with oil, latex, and really thick paints. They are also a lot better choice when it comes to painting surfaces with a lot of crevices. There are two ways to complete a painting project – the
hard way and the easy way. The hard way would be to use a brush or a roller and spend hours doing the same hand motions over and over again until get a backache or wrist fatigue. The easy way, on the other hand, includes using a handy paint sprayer. These devices are versatile, efficient, and reliable
– they can help you finish any painting task in no time! With a quality paint sprayer, you’ll be able to cover any surface with an even coat of paint a lot faster than you would be with a simple brush. Seeing as there are dozens of different models on the market, we’ve decided to pick up the most popular
ones and check out if they’re actually worth the money. We carefully went over their features and found all of their advantages and flaws, helping you realize if a particular model suits your needs. We also wrote a number of articles that will assist you in knowing what features to look for and in learning
how to properly use one these devices. Painting has never been so quick and easy, so take a look at our reviews and find a quality paint sprayer for yourself!
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